



Usage Instructions 
Product Name 
Eco-Fin® Cubes


Benefits 
- No petroleum, artificial dyes, or synthetic fragrances. 

- Delivers rich plant-based moisturizers.


Ingredients 
Elaeis Guineensis (Palm) Kernel Oil*, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter, Simmondsia 
Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil, Tocopherol (Vitamin E), Cocos Nucifera (Coconut) Oil**, 
Parfum (Fragrance)*** 

*RSPO certified sustainable 

**Certified organic 

***100% natural fragrance from a proprietary blend of essential oils and/or organic 
aromas


4 Easy Steps 
Step 1 - Preparation 
Have your guest select the variety of Eco-fin they would like to use during their 
treatment. 

- C3752: Eucalyptus Essence (Breathe)

- C3751: Pine/Wild Berries Blend (Jubilee Berry Winter)

- C3745: Butter Rum Essence (Celebrate)

- C3586: Raspberry/Grapefruit Blend (Happy)

- C3587: Chocolate Essence (Pleasure)

- C3588: Cinnamon/Ginger Blend (Muse)

- C3589: Vanilla Essence (Dream)

- C3590: Peppermint Essence (Escape)

- C3591: Lavender/Vanilla Blend (Reverie)

- C3712: Green Tea/Aloe Blend (Be Well)

- C3713: Coconut/Pineapple Blend (Retreat)

- C3592: Jasmine/Sandalwood Blend (Shangri-La)

- C3711: Unscented (Purity)

- C3752: Eucalyptus Hemp


Drop Eco-fin cube(s) into the liner and washable sleeve. (Use 1 cube for foot 
treatments or half a cube for hand services.)

- C226T: Eco-fin Fingerless Liner

- C3600: Mitts

- C3601: Booties
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Step 2 - Warming 
Roll sleeve and liner into a tidy roll, then place in towel warmer prior to service.


Put Mitts and/or Booties into hot towel warmer prior to service until they reach desired 
temp. You can also Microwave for 2 minutes to start and increase in increments of 30 
seconds until they reach the desired temp.


If you don’t have a warmed sleeve already prepared, warm the liner only in the 
microwave for 30 seconds before inserting the Eco-fin cube into the sleeve. 


Note: For convenience, you can order extra Eco-fin Sleeves for Mitts and Eco-fin 
Sleeves for Booties and prepare several rolls ahead of time. They can be kept warm in 
your hot towel cabi, or you can warm the liner only in the microwave for approximately 
30 seconds before inserting it into the sleeve. Use caution when using microwaves as 
they vary and may require less heating time. Overheating can melt the plastic liners. 

Use caution when using microwaves as they vary and may require less heating 
time. Overheating can melt the plastic liners. 

Step 3 - Procedure 
For hands and feet:  Unroll the Eco-Sleeve and slip client’s hands or feet into the liner, 
massaging warm Eco-fin into the skin. Place hands or feet into pre-warmed Herbal 
Eco-fin Mitt or Bootie, or electric mitts or booties. 


For a body service: Place 5-6 cubes in rubber bowl and warm. Use natural bristle 
brush for application or put 5-6 cubes in an 8 oz. massage bottle, warm the bottle in a 
lotion warmer or hot towel warmer for easy application.


Step 4 - Finishing Service 
For hands and feet: Remove liner from hands or feet after 10 to 15 minutes. Massage 
remaining Eco-fin emulsion into hands and forearms or feet and legs. Discard used 
liners and reuse sleeves/herbal mitts and booties.


End with a spritz of Eco-fin Finishing Spray to help with hydration and product 
absorption. Buff with a soft towel to remove excess oils. 


For the body: Eco-fin can be used for a warm massage or used in a luxurious body 
wrap for skin hydration. End with a spritz of Eco-fin Finishing Spray to help with 
hydration and product absorption. Buff with a soft towel to remove excess oils. 

- C3605: Eco-fin Finishing Spray


Always check your state regulations to ensure that you are practicing within the 
scope of your license.
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